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NEW BOOK SHOWS HOW TO IMPROVE BUSINESS COSTS AND TO THRIVE DURING
TRYING AND UNCERTAIN ECONOMIC TIMES
Lexington, NC- August 3, 2012 –Value Transformation LLC founders’, Mr. Kim Pries and Mr.
Jon M. Quigley PMP, recent book Reducing Process Costs with Lean, Six Sigma, and Value
Engineering Techniques illustrates a variety of methods to achieve cost improvement demands of
an organization. In a world of global competition and ever eroding margins, constant cost
improvement is the necessary prescription. The authors have saved their companies millions of
dollars.
The book reviews a variety of techniques including Function Analysis Systems Technique
(FAST), teardown, as well as homegrown cost improvement methods and techniques.
Additionally, the book has rubrics that provide the reader with structure to assess their level of
skill with the topic under discussion as well as questions to ponder exercises to try the skill. The
text provides any organization with a number of methods and techniques to reduce their business
cost and consequently improve their margins.
The authors have decades of experience in efficient and quality product development and have
authored a number of books are found and purchased at www.valuetransform.com and at
www.amazon.com. They help you meet your cost targets through training in tools, techniques as
well as processes. The authors have saved a number of company’s millions of dollars each year.
They will transfer THEIR knowledge via training to YOUR staff so YOU have the capability.
Kim H. Pries and Jon M. Quigley founded Value Transformation LLC in 2009. Their experience
largely focused upon software, specifically embedded products, and the manufacturing and
product development of new products. Call today to move toward the improvement you want
and need.
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